Company retreats - why with us?
Do you realise that only a companionate, perfectly understanding each other team can
succeed on a professional ground? If yes, it’s high time to answer whether you and your
co-workers are such a team. “All for one, one for all.” You know it, right? You will be
surprised how easy it is to build an atmosphere and create a team, which every employer
and employee dream about. We will help you with that!
In our offer you can find:
company parties,
fun and games - team building,
company retreats,
skiing and snowboarding trips in Poland, Italy, France and Austria.
We provide transportation, accommodation and board.
We also organise skiing trips for companies both to Poland and abroad, including integration
and many attractions, which await for employees in mountain resorts. We provide skiing
trainings for adults, both for advanced learners and beginners. That’s why you don’t have to
stress about mood and comfort of members of your team during ski and snowboard trips.
Everything is to make your employees get to know better, built up more trust and create a
team which help you be even more successful.

A flexibility is important for us and it helps us to prepare a special offer taking into
consideration your needs and possibilities. Expanded systems of integration and motivation
are fundamental for us and, in the same time, we avoid regular patterns.
When we organise a company retreat, we make our best to make it something more than
just a nice way of spending time together. At every turn, we make the members of the trip
enhance their abilities and improve relationships among each other, having fun at the same
time.
Do you want to exceed your opposition and have the position of market leader for longer?
Put on effective motivation and integrate your employees in a creative way. Their
determination, qualifications and devotion to a company - beside an efficient management are the foundation of a success.
EHschool will help you achieve stated aims.

